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Projected CSU enrollment figures disputed
By titian

t

Daily staff

No mm Willi, to agree on the
number of students expected to aliens! the California State UM% ersity system in the next 15 years.
The disagreement kisser:1r the
CSU. the California PosIsccondar)
Education Commission tCPECt
and die sue Department of Finance is not o holier student enrollment is gri.wing. but by how
much

1,ar.lt organization has different
predictions for student enrollment
in the next 15 years. and that will
affect how much money is budgeted to the CSU system
CSU estimates I 110.000 new students in 15 years. while CPR’ protects 110,000 and Dept. of Finance
!quires foretell an even lower enrollment of 105.000 students. Differences in the projected amounts
are largely due to the estimated enrollment figures for minorities.

CSU spotscsim soil Anii,. iii- to! h1.6.1.s.
brose said, "CM] anticipates miHe said CSU assumes minorities
nority students would participate will achieve the same levels as
or enroll in universities at the same whites in five years. "We (CPEC)
rate as whites .
don’t see that. There is no eviBruce Hamlett of CPEC does dence..."
not see an equal enrollment perThe evidence Hamlett said is
centage among minorities, how- lacking a greater momentum of
ever. He said current eligibility growing minority enrollment.
among white high school graduates
Total enrollment percentages
for acceptance into a CSU campus here, obtained from the Institutiois 32 percent. compared to 13 per- nal Research Department of SJSU.
cent for Hispanics and 10 percent for 1989 show that almost 311 per-

it all students at SJSt. are minorities.
Minority students have steadily
increased enrollment at SJSU,
while the percentage of whites
have likewise decreased since
1984. the base year used by Institutional Research in its latest report.
Plans for five new campuses
have come under criticism by Elizaheth G. Hill. state legislative anaSee CAMPUSES. hack page

Prof gives up
rights to book

Ouch!!!

SJSU administration’s
decision still pending
By Lawrence .1. Sidishurs

what is proven, there is a whole
gamut of possibilities." Buerger
said.
An SJSU instructor has surrenIt’s unclear whether Doubleday
dered the copyright to a novel pub- had Strete’s agreement before
lished in his name after he was ac- changing the copyright. Katherine
cused of stealing the story from a Trager. a lawyer for Doubleday,
local author.
declined to comment on the matCraig Strete. an associate pro- ter.
fessor of English. gave up the
"These things vary from caserights to "Death in the Spirit to-case, there’s really no way to
House" after author Ron Montana. tell without a lot more informa45. threatened to sue the hook’s tion." said Professor Goldstein, a
publisher, Doubleday Foundation.
copyright expert at Stanford UniStrete offered no comment.
versity.
According to a contract signed
Montana first became aware of
by Montana. who attended Foothill Strete’s publication during a conCommunity College. and the pub- ference at the Red Lion in San
lisher, the copyright now names Jose. One of his colleagues
Montana as sole author and exclu- showed him a book review about
sive owner of all subsidiary rights "Death in the Spirit House."
of the book and agrees to pay him
"He came up to me and said,
royalties from the first edition.
’Hey Ron, isn’t this your book’?’.
It will also publish a paperback and sure enough it was. I’d read it
edition with Montana listed as au- at conferences in the past and luckthor. In return. Montana agreed ily he recognized it," Montana
not to continue with the lawsuit said.
against Doubleday.
About five years ago. Montana
"I’m satisfied with the agree- had sent a copy of the novel to
ment. It was exactly what I Doubleday and also Strete. at
wanted." Montana said.
Strete’s request. He heard nothing
Administration officials are in- more from either until the book
vestigating the matter but haven’t was published under Strete’s name
yet all the evidence necessary for a in 1988.
fair decision. said Dan Buerger.
Montana said that Doubleday
assistant to the president.
admitted knowing of his connec
"Depending on the nature of
See NOVEL, hack page
Daily stall writer

Michael Caulfield

SJSU lacrosse club player Jeff Johnson, on the
gr
d. goes down in the first-half after a brief

--

Daily staff photographer

encounter with Sacramento States’s Chris Reitter. The Spartans lust to Sacramento State 7-6.

Trustees
mum after
7 hours
By Rob Neill
Doty stall writer
LONG BEACH CSU
trustees spent the first seven
hours of their board meeting
in closed session Tuesday
discussing matters that its
chairwoman would not comment on.
Chairwoman
Marianthi
Lansdale said. "I have absolutely no comment" on why
we were in the closed session. Landsale said the announcement about what was
discussed would come at
1:30 p.m. today.
A CSU staff consultant
who declined to give his
name said, "They shouldn’t
he talking so long. They’re
probably rehearsing their
speech on the pay raise for
tomorrow."
Lansdale and other top
CSU officials came under
fire earlier this year after university administrators had
been given raises of up to 43
percent in a closed session.
Five separate committees
had been scheduled to meet
Tuesday. hut only the trustees’ committee on Campus
Planning.
Buildings and
Grounds was able to meet.
Among the new additions to
the CSU system will be parking garages for California
State universities Sacramento
and Northridge.
Because of the approval.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said she was optimistic
about SJSU’s chances for a
new facility.
’These garages they received today have been
worked on for a number of
years. We’re beginning to
submit a proposal for a parking facility at South Campus," Fullerton said.
It would probably be a
five-year plan similar to the
other universities, Fullerton
said. Getting approval for the
facilities was easier for those
universities because they had
space on which to build. Fullerton added.
"We’re landlocked. South
Campus is our only possibility." Fullerton said.

A.S. election planned to fill two vacant spots
By Harry. NIA
Daily staff writer

Scott Sanfinflre:i

tor of business affairs, also in February.
Resler said that some of the applicants for the vacant positions
sponsored programs, Jeff Realini
will definitely be running in the
director of personnel and Beckie elections.
Six, director of community affairs.
More than 12 applicants have
"We don’t want to help or hurt
expressed interest in the open anyone that would be running."
spots. according to Santandrea.
Santandrea said.
"At this point with the elections
The director of community afso close, making appointments fairs works with groups such as the
would obviously he favoring residence halls and Greeks on camsomebody." said Cindy Resler. pus as well as the San Jose City
who was appointed A.S. director Council in the community, according to Santandrea.
of personnel in February.
The director of sponsored proJim Cilley was appointed direc-

Elections March 28 and 29

Two positions on the Associated
Students Board of Directors left
Whoever wins the open spots in
vacant by resignations will remain
empty until elections later this elections March 28 and 29 would
he appointed immediately, accordmonth.
A. S. President Scott Santandrea ing to Santandrea, who as presisaid the to fill the positions now dent makes recommendations for
would he "useless" with elections appointments to the hoard for aptwo weeks away.
proval.
"The board has existed without
At the board’s first meeting of
them." he said. "They were not the semester Jan. 31. four members announced their resignations.
vital positions.’’
The open positions are director
Resigning were Gabriel Miraof conummity affairs and director moms, director of business afof spi In.ored pr
,m Mork . director of
fairs:

grams is vice chair of the special
allocations committee, is a member of the budget committee and a
member of the A. S. program board
of directors.
Santandrea said that the main
problem would have been the budget eolimittice, hui .1 kit:Signet: was
appointed to fill the position.
"If somone were appointed now
they would he totally unfamiliar
with the budget."
Duties on the program board
have been taken over by Santandrea. who was director of sponsored programs last year.

Campus salutes its political era
By Denise Reynolds
Daily staff writer

In celebration of the Student
Union’s 20th Anniversary. politically active SJSU students from
the 1960, vs ill participate in a
forum Thursday called "Politics.
Society, and the University: A ’60s
Retrospectoc.’
During thc late ’60s and early
’70s, SJSI ss as the center of political licit\ It> across the nation.
According to Louis Banyzi. counselor at SJSU. in the spring of
1970. the Student Union "became
the headquarters for students all
over the country
Those students who were active
on campus during this tumultous
period, such as past Associated
Students presidents. members of
Students for a Democratic Society
SDS). and other student political
activists were invited to the forum
which will focus on the events of

Air

the ’Ms from the viewpoint of
today.
Scheduled to speak are:
Dick Miner. A.S. president
from 1968-69, who was involved
in implementing greater student
representation on campus. campaigning with the slogan. "No
bullshit and full partnership for
students...
Rashid Salahuddin formerly
known as James Edwards. A.S.
president from 1969-70. who was
elected in a controversial election
in which more than 6010 students
voted.
Ken Noel. graduate student
active in black athletic issues on
campus when SJSU was a cauldron
of black athletic concerns.
Richard Ferry. SDS member,
who involved in the demonstration
in 1967 against Dow Chemical.
maker of Napalm. an incinerary
bomb used during the Vietnam

War.
Phil Whitten. Gene Lockey
and Stephanie Dean who were student activists during the 60s.
John Hendricks, who was the
A.S. president from 1964-65.
Cynthia Johnson and Gil Villagren. who were active in SDS
and student government.
Frank Sweeney, who was the
news editor of the Spartan Daily in
the late *60s and now works as a
staff reporter for the San Jose Mercury News.
According to Miner, the forum
is an excellent opportunity for students to get a better understanding
of how dramatically the world has
changed. tor "take a look at the
world in a different perspective."
The retrospective forum will
take place in the Strident Union
Umunhum Room from 11:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. on Thursday.

A
quantum
leap
1it
striating an agility
that has taken years of
practice is !UM. junior
%Whim,’ Trans (renter I and.

from left, junior Ruben
Subia, alumnus ken ’Iran
and senior Da I,e, who
perform "Viet ’so Dan." a
form of Vietnamese martial

CelesteCook
Daily slat photographer
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Skateboarders have rights too
Editor.
Yes, 1 hate inc oike policy and think it’s a bun, h
of B.S. Yes, I also applaud all the efforts that are
being made right now to make It more reasonable. But
I would like to take a few minutes to voice my opinion
on the most overlooked part of the new bike/skateboard law.
I’m talking about the ban of all skateboards. roller skates and unicycles from the entire campus. I
think it’s prejudice. The people in the administration
have some preconceived idea that all people that use
skateboards are long-haired, anarchist surfers that cut
class.
Well, we’re not. And even if we were, the administration has no right to say one life style is better
than the another. Besides, we must have gotten into
college somehow.
I’ve been informed that SJSU President Gail Ful,
lerton will not even consider any concessions regarding the policy. Well, I would like to say that skateboards cause less damage than bicycles and should be
given at least equal rights.
Don Hatfield
Junior
It

Editorial
0
cccc

Deserving more
than excuses
After years of paying increased Student Union fees, one SJSU alumnus found
that the Event Center time he was promised was running out.
Last fall, the Student Union Board of
Directors made the decision to start compensation time for graduated SJSU students immediately after the opening of the
Event Center. Unfortunately, the board
forgot to mention its decision to the 23.(XX) alumni who helped pay for the mismanaged monster.
At the opening of the Event Center.
alumni were informed that the center was
finally completed. A brochure sent by the
opening committee informed them about
the center’s features, and said that the
graduates were entitled to a semester of
free use for every semester they paid into
the Event Center. What was not mentioned in the brochure was that the time
started immediately.
"Maybe it was just an oversight," is
the explanation given by the Student
Union public relations director. Judy Hermann.
SJSU alumni deserve more than such
excuses for the years they spent paying for
the building. They should be entitled to
start their time when they choose.
SUBOD says it made the decision to
start the comp time all at once to save admissions and records paperwork. This rationale does not make sense. In order to
sitn up for a membership card, graduates
still have to have admissions and records
verify that they were enrolled and figure
the number of semesters they paid into the
center.
The directors also said they didn’t
want former students to show up 10 years
from now to sign up to use the facility.
The alumni deserve to start the time
when it is convenient for them. After all,
the center should have been completed
long before it was finally opened, when
many of the graduates were still in school.
If the board objects to students coming back too late, they. should set a time
limit. Why not say the students may sign
up anytime within five years of their graduation date, and then send out notification
to the eligible graduates?
If the board of directors refuses to
change or modify its decision, it should at
least correct the error it made in not informing graduates of workout time that is
slipping away.
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Films should offer more than oblivion

When the minis lc ended and 11w
lights came up, the room stayed
fairly quiet.
There was nothing to say about
the movie. It was so powerful that
it left nothing more to be said. It
seemed inappropriate to talk about
anything else.
So I just turned and looked at
my friends with a stupid, inappropriate grin on my face. They
looked back at me the same way.
The film was called "Romero"
and it is one that I would recommend highly to anyone who can
find a showing, of it.
But "Romero" hasn’t been
shown in many theatres and isn’t
available in many video stores.
According to the Catholic Newman Community who helped sponsor the campus showing. there are
only five copies of "Romero" in
existence.
The true story of Oscar Romero.
a Catholic bishop who became a
hero to the Salvadoran underclasses and was assasinated by the
Salvadoran government, was never
accepted for distribution by any
movie company.
Other Viewpoints
It makes me wonder how many
’lc orvi e a llafy ress
films as important and well -made
on Sen. Alan Cranston
as "Romero" sit deteriorating in
Sen. Alan Cranston, the Sierra Club’s creature. the homes of the producers who
keeps making noises about how he’s not only not
going to I esign. but plans on seeking yet another six year term. Were he re-elected. which he won’t be, he
vvould have been a member of the Senate for nearly a
quarter of a century.
This is for anyone who had a
Cranston, of course, is but the latest example of
hang in
why we’d all he better off if United States senators had day this week
were limited to a maximum of two terms, and con- there.
My mom always tried to comgressmen to a maximum of six thus limiting the
membership in both chambers to a maximum of 12 fort me by saying, "this too shall
years of "public service." Even 12 years in some pass."
Thinking about what she said
cases Cranston again comes to mind is
too long.
Cranston has become damaged gorxis. and will usually helps, but sometimes there
soon he dumped. It’s too had, in a way. We’d started are days when no amount of comfort will help.
to develop a certain affection for the old fraud.
There was no light at the end of
the tunnel last Wednesday.
I had a take-home test due for
my media law class and when 1
woke up, unfortunately, the test
Published lot the University and the University Community
had not been written by the "test
by the Department of Journalism and Mass
fairy."
Communications Since 1934
So I dragged myself, my lavk
(IJCPS 509-480)
book, outline and dictionary (the
-..,und lann pm** pp1 at hen in. naluaan 14Pahn Creionan havpaper Niter. Award
must have weighed tons) to the
.an .4th, Aravann Pent Fahlahal dah S San kw fdar UParrah Pang Ow coley in., The
pnara avowed on. pan tor not melanin Moe4 ad Dope.. n1 Jourralkm and Mar
computer lab in the business build.11,111/111,8W1 A. 111111.91,111. Adnunlonnon
ana Oudot or t1[1* 01110,1110M1 Med 144,01111,1
VIM .0 a ,rmande a warner No 14 pedant/ aral
Sir
tome. $1001 011 carp.
ing.
In. on. 15 ran On ,Arapa Mary pad A. Om* Iranarerrulla RAMA kennten fund a
By 2:15 p.m., the test was typed
1 4 pn 14 an. mad audenq Kam UM* 924,32111, Adsmarang 424 .1270 Poinnd ho W.
,..**Puhketon,
and ready to be corrected. I printed
1 ..drarrist Nee lond al addres (mamas to Spew 1/a5 he JIM SIMI 1.5,01111/, Onr Walum
out a copy and took it to class to
km CA45142
5naaa,
read over.
When I got back to the lab at 3
STAFF
p.m. only the first of three pages
dan n larf
OS. Mrasn
hi...awl, I...
LAO Molt,
was on the computer. I mumbled a
I th.
WY WPM.
uor I
few choice words as I gathered my
Cog 1inan
things and stormed out of the lab.
Robot Wird
AlkLatglin
Forget it! I will have to turn the
Tora Mean&
test in late because I have to get to
Vacant Oddo
Sahnn Ulon
work.
.14ah R Awn
I work at the Fairmont Hotel
To,,. Kara
Main Lake
downtown, as a cocktail waitress
Chmaa, B.
in the lobby bar.
(dam Potion
Monad Don
As I came out of the employee
IncldAddn
elevator and turned the corner to
Sri* Canobel
CAthsanr Fermin
the lobby, I saw one of the busiest
14/4,0. / ma. Qv, Mdlipt
14. 11.,.
1at roma Famalan
lobbies I had seen since I began
Peak 5e1 /
Rpolan
working there last year. There
( go. %EY
han hoar& Lan
...Chan 1 an B urge Wm dr ae. (Armor
( OW. Jon.
we Dela* 11 kra Bohm 1 anqa, (1.14 (544 H., (44
were more than a hundred people
Rpn-Adt Ronda Rahrnann lama, .1 SAP" Mon A snan 0.11111, *anew To,
and most of theni wanted drinks.
..., !harp... UP, To... Maw, WA Bran 110.0.
Plvorqrsphrtt
There were department manCt. I
(VI* Rill 164v Oftli Swore Dar Awn*
agers flying around, some were.
5lo 405, %nolo Me lynn1411.11[111Prap ShMONSIrfen
hartending. the others were serving
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Editor.
I would like to clear up some statements in the
Spartan Daily regarding the article on Date Rape. Either the reporter was in a rush. I was in a rush or vie
were both unclear.
First: We have to create a world that makes it all
right for women to say yes to sex when they would
like to have sex without calling them "sluts." As long
as women are slandered for seeming to enjoy sex, we
put them in a position that makes it necessary to say
no even if they don’t mean it.
Second: Men have to accept NO as NO. They
cannot continue to) pressure and manipulate women
into having sex under the excuse that women really
mean yes when they say no.
Third: We need to educate both men and women
about the difference between wanted and unwanted
sex and make it clear that it is against the law to coerce, manipulate or force anyone to have sex against
their will.
And finally, we have to make it clear to everyone
on the campus that we will not tolerate anyone being
abused into sexual acts against their will.
I hope this clears up my points.
Wiggsy Sivertsen
Professor
Counseling services

incredibly well made movie, was
sometimes painful to watch. Most
evenings, I would rather sec something more like "Who Framed
Roger Rabbit."
But "Fscapism," defined as "a
tendency to escape from reality."
is barely that anymore. Television
has shown so many unrealistic and
overly simplistic images of life that
Editor,
many of them have become more
This is in response to Jill McLaughlin’s idiotic
real to us than reality.
and unsusbstantiated column that appeared in the
important
Occasionally,
an
March 12 issue of the Daily.
movie will escape death on the stuWhere has Miss McLaughlin been’? Please watch
dios’ door steps to set us straight.
the sports networks. honey. ESPN has interviewed
_After yearspft M A.S.H." and
a season a ’"China Beach." "ritTityrOrttyNfii and their main concerns are the fans..
Miss McLaughlin can’t "think of any other field
"Born on the Fourth of July" may
that starts at $105,000." But I ask you, Miss Mchave shown us the first realistic
Laughlin. how much would you expect to he paid if
image of a military medical unit at
you answered an ad like this:
work after a battle.
WANTED! People who like to fly at 3 am.
The scene should be required
across North America. must be willing to show up to
viewing for anyone who has never
work three hours early, then must stay after work two
actually been to war.
or three hours to explain why you did your work well
Other mpvies like "Cry Freeor answer questions why you didn’t do your work
dom" and "Do the Right Thing"
well, must be willing to put up with loud-mouthed
occasionally come along to make
people and drunk men yelling obscenities at you.
people think about important isAs far as being "paid for sitting on the bench," I
sues.
wonder if you would expect to be paid if a better
But most of the time, film coopwriter took your starting spot?
erates with television to give the
It is not all right for ballplayers to "be awarded
people what they want
commore money than their starting salary within 2 years."
fortable ignorance.
But Miss McLaughlin, how early do other employees
Adam Steinhauer is a Daily staff
seek a raise’? About every 6 months! But since they
writer
play pro ball, they should wait 4 to 6 times as long to
receive a raise’? That is nonsense.
How come you only implicate the players and
not the owners’? If you were making millions of dolThat night I worked non-stop lars would you squabble over $15,000? If they love
until 1:15 a.m. and served $850 the game and the fans, they would pay the 3 or 4 players that would get the extra money.
worth of drinks.
"The players want to he rewarded no matter how
Finally it was over, and I could
they play," writes Miss McLaughlin. Do you undergo home.
I stepped into the third employee stand what arbitration means’? It rewards the deserving
elevator to my right, the door was players and settles with the non-deserving.
I would rather watch the "fat, lethargic" balopen.
lplayers than read a hypocritical, no facts using
There are three elevators and I
could have picked any one but that writer.
If owners fire the major leagers and hire minor
one.
league players like Miss McLaughlin proposes, who)
The doors closed and the elevator shot up to the 12th floor. I only will watch these players’? Not me and certainly not
had to go down one floor. Once on "the millions of the faithful."
Proof? How many people showed up for the pro
the 12th floor, the doors would not
football "replacement" games’? Oh yeah, Jill Mcopen. and I was getting nervous.
Then the elevator dropped, it Laughlin did!
Hey hold on, who’s that riding that Greyhound
dropped all the way to the bottom
without stopping. And again the bus?
Oh. I should have known it was her!
doors would not open.
Paul ,I. I.agersk
Frantic, I started pushing all of
Sophomore
the buttons and thinking about
ltdittinistration of justice
what it was going to be like stuck
in the elevator at 1:30 a.m.
The elevator finally went back
to the lobby level and the doors
Editor,
opened.
The March 6 front page photo and full page
"Are there any stairs I could
take." I asked myself as I got into spread in the Spartan Daily dealing with the ROT(’
competition at Fort Ord were disgusting.
the middle elevator.
The front page photo bore an unfortunate resemSafe on the bottom level, I
called the hotel operator to have blance to scenes from the movie "Glory." Your use
someone from hotel security walk of the military’s own advertising slogan ". . . It’s an
adventure" was tasteless, at best. And while you forme to my car.
The operator told me someone got to get the flag and a piece of the pie into the photo
spread, at least you got "Mom."
would meet me outside.
Is the Spartan Daily in the business of recruiting
OUTSIDE?????? The employee
exit lets out on First Street and it for the military’?
War may sometimes be necessary, and joining
was now 1:45 in the morning, why
would I wait by myself on a dark the ROTC may sometimes be the only way students
street full of homeless people and an get financial help with school, but we need not glorify either one.
who knows who else.
Ask any veteran who’s seen military action. lie
Well, I did make it home safely.
or she will tell you what kind of adventure a militar!,
No thanks to security.
My "hump day" was not a career is. It’s an adventure in death.
(’dine Grenier
hump, but a mountain range.
I .ecturer
Jamie Pins is a Daily staff writer
English department

Players concerned about fans

BY ADAM STEIN AUER

The studios tend to
avoid films with true
and unhappy stories
like ’Romero,’ no
matter how valuable
their messages are
made them, unknown and unseen
by the rest of the world.
It is the obvious result as the
"Escape to the movies" slogan is
taken to an extreme.
The studios tend to avoid films
with true and unhappy stories like
"Romem," no matter how valuable their messages are.
I wouldn’t deny that escapist
movies have a certain value.
"Romero," although it was an

Somebody’s bad day can only get better
REPORTERS’ FORUM

Spartan Daily

1,

Thinking about what
she said usually
helps ,but
sometimes there are
days when no
amount of comfort
will help.
cocktails because there were only
two cocktail servers when I got
there.
The only thing to do was to dive
in and forget about the rest of the
day.
For a split second I thought the
day was going to get better. A
salesman at the first table I went to
told me I was the prettiest cocktail
waitress in the bar and to come
back to his table.
But later I reali/ed that there
were only male managers serving
drinks on that side of the bar. So
basically I was the prettiest out of
all of the females. and I was all of
the females. Not had odds.
Thanks. I think.

Military not always necessary
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily caleboar
available to SJSU student lac illy
and stall organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union The
deadline for entries is 10 a m No
phone in items will be accepted
TODAY
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL information
fable 10 am to 2 p rn In front of Student
Union Call 257-6050

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION:
Testimony meeting 1 1 30 am SU Costanoan Room Call 258-1035
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Support Group
3 30 p m ADM 201 Brown Bag Lunches.
noon. S U Pacheco Room Call 924-5930
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Government in the 1990s. 12 30
pm.SU Umunhum Room Resume I Resume Preparation. 5 30 pm. SU Umunhum Room Call 924-6030
13111.-LYT: My Poetry and How It Got that
Way with Dr Nielsen. 12 30 p m FO-104
Call 559-0645
DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY:
Seminar on Cryogenic Limb Array Etalon
Spectrometer 4 p m Duncan Hall (Room
615) Call 924-5200
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Employer Presentations Technical Careers with Applied Materials. 3 p m
S U Costanoan Rm Call 924-6010.
FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB: Open
Gaming, 6pm,SU Costanoan Room Call
424-7097
DEPT. OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND CYBERNETIC SYSTEMS: Lecture by Dr. Dinh-1a Nguyen. Vietnamese Studies in the
U S reception following. 7 p m . Duncan
Hall 208 Call 924-5712
ASSOCIATION OF ROCK AND ROLL:
Noon time concert. The New Recruits;
S U Amphitheater Call 287-6417
AKBAYAN: General meeting 230 pm
S U Guadalupe Fin Call 972 2416
STUDENT AFFILIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPECT: Meeting talk on sell sustaining agriculture. 5 p m . DMH 235A
(Environmental resource center) Call 9245467
REENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Reentry women s support group, 3 30 p M
ADM 201 Call 924-5930
CHICANO LIBRARY RESOURCE CENTER: Brown bag seminar. Damien Truiillo,
-In the eyes of the young." noon. WLN 307.
Call 924-2707 or 924-2815
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meeting,
noon, Campus Christian Center (10th and
San Carlos) lower level
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible Study. Gospel
of Mark. noon, S.0 Montalvo Rm Call 2980204
HOUSING DEPT.: Guest speaker, Terry
McCaffery. regional director of Amnesty International. Ireland update, political, social
and economic situation, 8 p.m. Spartan Village Comm. Rm. call 924-7962.
DELTA SIGMA PI: Professional speaker Mr
Jim Wood, Pacific Bell. on "Telecommunications in Business,- 7:30 pm,SU Almaden
Rm. Call (415) 969-2607.
KSJS: Speaker. California State Treasurer
Thomas Hayes. 6 p.m., KSJS-FM 90.7. Call
268-3514.
MU ALPHA GAMMA (MAGAZINE ORGANIZATION): Meetlog 5 p m WI N 131
THURSDAY
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Employer Presentation Careers with Black & Decker. March 15, 11:30
am.SU Almaden Rm: Career exploration
by computer, 11 a.m., Building Classroom
13: Resume II: Cntigue, 1 p.m.. S.U. Guadelupe Room. Call 924-6030 or 924-6010.
SPARTACUS: General meeting with fractal
discussion, 11 30 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Engineering Building Room 405 Call 241-7567
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Weekly
Meeting, 7 p.m . S U Costanoan Room Call
257-6050.
STUDENT CALIFORNIA TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION: Membership Barbecue. 3
p m BBO pit area on 7th Street Call 2464065
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown Bag
Lunches. noon. ADM 223 Call 924-5930
BOTANY CLUB: Meeting 1 30 pm. DH
344 Call 295-6079
SJSU EARTH DAY COMMITTEE: Earth
Day Committee Meeting, 5 p m Environmental Resource Center DMH 235A Call
924-5467
GAY LESBIAN BISEXUAL ALLIANCE:
Meeting Scavenger Hunt. 4:30 p.m. S.U.
Guadelupe Room Call 236-2002
OPEN FORUMS: Dr Ronald C Dillehay, 11
a m .Engineering 287
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: -Dissent in the Church. can we disagree and still
be Catholic?- 7 pm . Campus Ministry Center Chapel. (10th and San Carlos) Call 2980205 or 298-0204
CYCLING CLUB: Weekly race entry meet
rig. 7 pm. SU Montalvo Rm Call 2922511
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS FELLOWSHIP:
Bible Study. fellowship. noon. SU AS
Council Chambers Call 268-1411
FRIDAY
GAY LESBIAN VIDEO EXPOSITION:
Opening Night Film Tongues Untied 7
pm An 133 Call 236-2002
OPEN FORUM: Dr Kathleen L Lodwick 11

a in Atirtantstraliou 167
SAN JOSE STATE FOLK DANCERS: Be
g Int Class and requests drop-ins wei
come 8 pm SPX 89 Call 293 1302 or
287-6369
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Taize Candlelight
Prayer 7 30 p m Campus Christian Center
Chapel ooth and San Carlos) Call 2980204

Body of dead man
found near railroad
By Tamara Thompson
Daily start woe,

The body at a man. who was
shot in the head and then run over
SATURDAY
by a vehicle, was found Frida)
VIDEO
EXPOSITION: morning by a resident on Foresdale
GAY LESBIAN
Films Streamers 1 pm Pink Narcis- Avenue. San Jose Police officials
sus 3 p m Taxi Zum Klo 5pm, Torch said
Thj: Santa Clara County cowSong Trilogy. 7 pm AI 133 Call 236ner’s office confirmed Monday
2002
that the still -unidentified man died
BETA ALPHA PSI: VITA Free lax assisthe gunshot wound. but it is
tance for students 9 a m to 1 pm BC 213 from
not known where the man died.
Call 924-3492
There are no suspects in the
SUNDAY
slaying. and it is also not known
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday worship. who later ran over the body.
10 45 am Lutheran Worship, 6 30 p m and
The corpse was discovered
8 30 p m Catholic Mass Campus Christian
Center Chapel 110th and San Carlos) Call
298-0204
SJSU INTERNATIONAL CENTER: Pancake Breakfast. 9 a m to 2 30 p m SJSU
International Center Call 279-4575
MONDAY
A.S. INTERCULTURAL STEERING COMMITTEE: Regular Meeting, 3 p.m.. S.U.
Montalvo Room
OPEN FORUM: Dr Theodore Montemurro,
11 a m Engineering 285

For The Record
a story La ing wit a sta
bing at William Street Park that appeared in the March 12 issue of the
Daily, a photo caption incorrectl
reported that one person died.
There were no deaths. Also, the
headline should have stated that
three men were stabbed in the
fight. Huey Tan Nguyen. 18, was
arraigned Monday on three counts
of assault with a deadly weapon.
Three others were released without
charges.
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YesterDady
diaSe many students are swt
tineampu3 every day. YesterDaily

Lift hi.:d JI. 10, fropus horn the
Amphitheatre
Union
Student
provides readers with a recap of Thursday night to protest women’s
the previous day’s top stories.
lack tit safety al night Carrying
Kenneth Blase has sealed an ac- signs that read -Stop s iolence
creditation report on the SJSU against v.(11114:11.. ’ihe protesters
pournalism department. Accredita- marched through the residence
tion is the process in which a de- hall% and around campus for less
partment is certified to have met than an hour.
certain criteria set by a national
goLerning body.
The SJSU men’s tennis team
Joe Schoequist, a member of the iosi to UCSC for the first time in
accreditation committee. said the history Friday in a non-league
team’s report would be made pub- match at Santa Crui. Although
licly available at the national ac- they lost. SJSU won its Numbers
creditation committee, scheduled one and two singles matches.
for April 1 in Chicago. The deci- Number one Mike Chinchiolo beat
sion to confer accreditation will be Steve Gotleib. 7-6. 6-1 and Nummade then, he said.
ber two Brian Eagle beat Kirk Edwards 6-4,6-2.
[
MEChA is hosting the ninth annual Rata Day Monday. March 26
in an effort to reaffirm the committment of Chicano and Latino students at SJSU. Rata Day, an event
for high school students, will in
elude films, seminars, competiFed WASHINGTON (AP)
tions and many activities to increase student’s understanding of eral task forces are moving into
the benefits higher education can eight cities later this month to tr.
provide,
to catch people breaking federal
gun laws that bring mandatoiv
More than 30 men and women prison sentences.
tie4

about 7:30 ant near train tracks
behind an apartment compleL at
729 Foresidale Ave.
The both was that of a Latino
man, between the ages of 30 and
IS lie had black hair which was
medium length. j mustache and a
stocky build.
lie was found wearing a light
blue, button-down shin, a light
green Picket, jeans and new black
tennis shoes.
Anyone with information about
identity of the man or how he rim
his death should call homicide investigators Sgt. Dave Harrison or
Officer Santiago Trejo at 2775281

SJSU Today
(it
S annua spring
drive is under way and blood dona- from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
This year’s drive is sponsored
tions are being accepted until
Thursday in the Loma Prieta room by the Arnold Air Society and the
Phi Gamma Delta (FIJI) fraternity.
of the Student Union.
For more information about the
A free cholesterol screening is
available with each donation and drive, call the Stanford University
donors will also receive a free 1’- blood bank, which is etx)rdinating
the event. at (415)723-7831.
shirt commemorating the drive.
The hours io donate blood are

Task force begins
to find outlaws

sir* COUPON Me 444111
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FREE DELIVERY

TUESDAY
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS: Meeting to inform new members
10 30 am Reading Room 113. WLN Cell
971-6398 or 723-9461
ANIMAL RIGHTS GROUP: Concert w
Plastic Jungle. noon. S U Ampitheatre Call
275-0157
OTHER
OPEN FORUM: Dr Charles H Polk Marcl
26. 3 p.m , Engineering 285
SJSU ART DEPARTMENT GALLERIES:
Exhibition Sacred Forces. through Mar
15. 11 a m through 4 p m (Mon through
Thurs I. 6 pm through 8 pm . (Tues. evenings) Art Department -Gallery 1 Call 9244328
SAN JOSE FOLK DANCERS: Beg. Int
Class and requests drop-ins welcome, Fridays March 23 and 30. 8 p m SPX 89. Call
293-1302 or 267-6369.
NEO (GRAPHIC DESIGN CLUB): Speaker
John Mattos, S.F. Illustrator. March 29. 5
p.m., S.U. Costanoan Rm. Call 924-8721
SOCIETY FO PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS: Meeting to inform new members.
March 21, 2:15 p.m., Reading Room 113
WIN Call 971-6398 or 723-9461
SJSU JAZZ STUDIES DEPT.: Lisa Albedo
senior recital. April 1. 8 30 pm SJSU Studio Theatre (5th and San Fernando) Call
275-0157
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Government
Employment
in the 1990’s

$200
1 00

i

ir?

REPRESENTATIVES FROM CITY, COUNTY, STATE
AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WILL DISCUSS:
* How to Get a Job in Government
* Job Trend5
* Need for Professionals in Government

ANY
(1)67151

$

NOT GOOD WITH
ANY OTHER OFFER
Offer expires
April 4th, 1990

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14th
UMUNHUM ROOM, SU
12O PM
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

OFF ANY
12" PIZZA :o

280-0707

4,

011

Coordinated by: Institute of Urban Affairs, 924-5550
Career Planning and Placement, 924-6011
SJSU Career Planning and Placement Center services and programs are
provided without regard to race, color, sex sexual orientation, nstional
origin, age or disability.
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Short Term Commitments
Long Term Gains
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; Earn while’Yitti learn. Make a shorn 4rtn 01111111Itlient k
remporarv assignment during k
breaks. Earn
good pay with Wekterit Temp, irarv Services and gam
valuable experience on the yib. Wi irk when cox want.
where you want, tor as long as V1,11 want We’re alwachere when you need money most. (nee Us .1 call.
Western Temporary Services The line to call when you

ST. PATRICK’S DAY SPECIAL!

k.. ko,s,
1/2 off copies on any green paper
with this coupon.

WAllt ii work.

Stop in and ask for your conkphinentary hide to
Succesktul Interviewing.’ Is iok let. Over 150 IN...,
WI rldwide
’.nn Jose:
’41 ft10-..,ini Hill ltd . Suite .2121)
1401 1415 7700
I -tu9 South Bascom Ave . Suite ttla‘k 1400 471 7171
97 Metro Dm e
140141452 !ell
Sunnyvale:
657 Town Count!, \ Awe
14081145

the copy center
0295-4336

0295-5511

310 S. Third St.

481 E. San Carlos St

S tins

-iii.

One coupon per customer. Offer expires
3/17/90. Not valid with any other discount

Two for the
ce of none.

Now, you and a friend can
each enjoy California’s most convenient checking free of monthly
service charges* for a year.
Just come in and open any
new personal checking account,
then refer a friend who’s new
to BofA. When your friend
opens an account, you’ll each
get your checking free.
If you already have a BofA
checking account, you can still

check free. Just send us a new
customer, and we’ll give you
each free personal checking for
a year. Plus all the convenience
of California’s largest branch and
full-service ATM network.
Add it all up and you’ll see
why now more than ever, BofA
checking is checking worth
telling your friends about. For
more information, stop by any
Bank of America branch.

rn

Western

TEMPORARY SERVICES
THE PER
IF

tx0GViv,0?’
01 4;009 40,‘
550

Goy%
co-t-

Bank of America

Doing the job for more Californians.
Washington Square Branch. 99 S. Fourth St.. San Jose, CA 95112 (408) 277-7992
*Cheers for (Nerd:efts and other accountieleted unites krill pplv Otter good thmugh 4/30/90 See anv bench tor derails

lepse
Hank of America NTSA Member FDIC
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Former SJSU coach House
finds a new home at Reno
/I) Edwin Acevedo

SPARTAN

Daily matt writer

When outside linebacker coach
Jim House was told he would be
released from the football team last
January. his financial situation appeared bleak Without a stead
job, it was going to he hard to
make further payments on his San
Jose home.
Fortunately for House. Athletic
Director Randy Hoffman saw to it
that he didn’t lose his home. Hoffman and SJSU President Gail Fullerton saw to it that House was
never released from the football
team, at least until March I. He
told House that there would be
work for him at SJSU until Dec. 31
or until he found a job, whichever
came first.
The job came first. Monday,
House began his position as defensive line coach at the University
i it Nevada. Reno

SarhanCla Dorger Daily

Stall Photographer

Freshman softball pitcher list. Wehren warms up in the bullpen
during a game against St. Nino’s at P.A.L. Stadium.

Santa Barbara sweep
puts Spartans into first
It, Edwin Acevedo
staff writer

The women s softball team
took over sole possession of
first place in the Big West conference hy sweeping a double
header from UC-Santa Barbara
and improing its record to 4-0.
SJSU is 8-5 overall.
The Spartans won the first
game 3-0 hy scoring two runs in
the would inning and another in
the sivth to heat the Gauchos
Saturday.
The second game of the doubleheader took eight innings to
complete. hut the Spartans still
came out on top 3-2.
Ilittact et the SJSU’s toughest
task is still to collat.
--Nisi up for the Spartans is
Fresno State which is ranked
second nationally. The double
header against the Bulldogs
starts 6 p.m. Wednesday at PoLeague
Association
llee
41’ A I. iStadium.
llalt of the teams in the Big
West conference are ranked in
the top 20 of the nation. which
makes things tough on the Spartans.
SJSU Coach Kathy Strahan
said it won’t take much to motivate her players against Fresno
State since most of her players
come from the Fresno/Madera

area.
"They’re really pumped to
go down there and get them,"
Strahan said. "I won’t have to
do much to get them fired up."
The Spartans are on a roll as
well.
In SJSU’s second game
against UC-Santa Barbara on
Saturday the score was tied after
seven innings, but the Spartans
moved ahead in the top of the
eighth.
Darcy Stapley singled to open
the inning and stole second.
After two outs. Janice Richner
singled Stapley home with the
winning run.
Lisa Wchren picked up the
win after pitching seven innings. and Mitti Zenger finished off the Bulldogs with a
scoreless eighth.
In the first game, the Spartans
loaded the bases in the second
inning. Tiffany Cornelius hit a
tlyball to the outfield, hut the
runner was called out at the
plate.
Barbara
UC-Santa
The
catcher tried to catch Rot Rios,
who was trying to advance to
third. hut the hull went off the
third baseman and into an open
dugout. allowing Rios to score.
SJSU Leann Emery threw
seven scoreless innings for the
win.

Never officially released
"lie was Ile CT officially released from the university," Hoffman said. "There was a misunderstanding."
House said it shouldn’t take too
long to learn the Wolf Pack’s system, but he misses his players on
the Spartan football team.
"I miss those guys, but ftliotball) was there before I got there
and it will be there after they
leave," he said. "Football is bigger than me or the university."
"I have nothing but good things
to say about the university." he
added. "I had three good years,
we won a lot of games and we had
a lot of good players."

It s
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teal dial-

lenge." House said. "I can’t wait
to start spring training. I’m really
thankful fur the lob
He’ll still root for Spartans
lie is still a little upset about
being fired, mostly with its timing
lie said it all worked out for the
hest, though.
"I could say things but it would
be spilled milk." House said
"The university has been real good
to me.
"lie’s a nice guy. Liebengood
said. "Ile doesn’t want to offend
anyone.

for unemployssouldn I quality
ment unless he was terminated
"The thing that hurt the most
was that I was tired after going to
the National Convention (of football coaches)." he said. "So instead of looking for a job there. I
was buying video equipment."
Gilbert said we both did a
good job as coaches hut it v. as just
a chemistry thing. House said. "I
"I know he’s pissed oft right
respect the man for that. It just
didn’t work out. I don’t want to now. He’s the kind of guy that if
he offended the coaches it would
make it ugly."
House’s firing was something he like offending the players and
that members of the football team he likes the players so much that I
didn’t talk about openly. Kelly don’t think he’d do that."
Liebengtxxl. who played outside
Although House is not part of
linebacker for House, said no one
on the team wants to start any con- SJSU anymore, he said he would
troversy with spring training start- still root for the football team.
"I wish the Spartans good luck.
ing this month.
"It’s a touchy subject," Lie- You can tell them I’ll be watching
bengaxxl said. "He’s a good them."
friend."

Jim House,
Ex-assistant coach

Register to Vote
for the
June 3rd Primary
at the
Associated Students
Business Office

New position challenging

Fullerton and Hoffman let
House stay on as the linebackers’
coach until March I . If he hadn’t
found a job at that point. Hoffman
Positions Available:
Immediate Openings:
would give him a position in the
athletic staff until Dec. 31.
Maintenance
Days and Evenings
Hoffman "wouldn’t even let
Cashier
Free Movies
. Concession
Gilbert hire a coach until I found a
Flexible Shifts
job," House said.
Some Supervisory
Frequent Wage Reviews
Before House had the chance to
Positions
Vv111Train
accept Hoffman’s offer, Nevada
’it just didn’t work out’
CENTURY BERRYESSA
CENTURY 24
Rouse said lie and defensive Reno’s head football Coach Chris
hack coach Herman Edwards were Ault hired him to his staff last
926-0367 CALL TODAY! 244-8131
week.
asked by Coach Claude Gilbert to
resign effective Jan. 26.
Edwards took the opportunity to
move up to the professional ranks,
landing a job with the Kansas City
Chiefs. He works with the secondIn Celebration of its 20 year anniversary, the Student Union presents:
ary and is one of their pro scouts as
"The Media, the Campus, the World:
well.
House, however, couldn’t just
A 60’s Retros ctive".
resign. He said he hadn’t had time
a panel discussion featuring students who
to look for a job and needed money
to make house payments. He
were at San Jose State in the sixties and
Friday, March 16
are now involved in the mertta
12:30 to 2 pm, in the
Student Union
27th Year
Umunhum Room.
Guridnialara Summer Session
Jim Brewer, Political
University of San Diego
Affairs Editor, S.F.
June 29 - August 3. 1990
Chronicle, Valerie
Courses fully accredited by the Western AsColeman, KCBS Radio
sociation at Scrinnla and Colleges IWASC1
Spanish language at all levet, Bilingual end
Morning News Anchor.
Soecial Education including ESL and Read.
mg Education Art. Folk Dance Literature
Jan Shaw, Feature
Folklore, History, Sociology. Guitar. Political
Writer, S.F. Business
Science. Psychology, Cross.Cultural Studies
Tuition $575 tor 1.8 onderoisdust units.
Times. Craig Turner,
$815 tor 1-6 graduate units Room and board
Metropolitan Editor, LA
writhe Mexican Host Family $575 Apartment
and Hotel rates from 5400-5700 per month.
Times

Come Join the Movies

University ot San Diego 11180 hal U A. pro
gram in Spanish Students may earn credits
toward the degree by attending the Goads*
two Summer Session

Moderated by Dick
Miner, Vice President
International
Programs, University
of Phoenix

For rolOrrnithOo GIMOSISJIIII Summer See’
smn. University of San mega /avoid Park.
San Diego. CA 92110-2492

Spartans
beat Cal
Itand

’I miss those
guys, but
(football) was
there before I got
there and it will
be there after
they leave.’

Robertson

Daily stall writiii

BERK El .1 .1 Nine
Spartans
had at least one hit. and Dave Tellers pitched a complete game to
lead &1 St to 10-1 win over Cal on
tuesday.
The Spartans scored eight runs
in the first three innings to take
control of the game early. Still.
Spartan coach Sam Piraro was not
eomfortahle.
his ballpark gives me the
heehie jeebies. " Piraro said.
Piraro recalled playing at Cal in
1972 and losing a game after leading 9-0. Tuesday though. Tellers
held Cal scoreless until the ninth
Six of the first eight Cal outs
were via strikeouts by Tellers (5 IT He ended the game with eight
strikeouts and allowed eight hits
"I got away with a fer . pitches
today.’ Tellers said. "I had to go
to a few other pitches today to get
the .joh dotte
Left fielder Eric Booker was the
only Spartan to fail to hit safely.
ending his If -game hitting streak.
Booker did reach base safely four
times with three walks and was hit
by a pitch.
The Spartans scored five runs in
the third inning to break the game
open. SJSU second baseman Mike
Gontales hit a bouncer to third and
Cal third baseman Chris Saunders
threw wildly past first. The play allowed three Spartan runners to
score.

RUNNING FOR OFFICE?
Don’t be caught off guard.

The A.S. Program Board Presents:

WEDNESDAY NIGIIT CINEMA
I )6I

6
I ellti 10 )01
Ii r ,111,1
h ,110

March 14
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS ELECTIONS
CANDIDATE ORIENTATION MEETING

Morris
Dailey
Aud.
7& lop.".
$2.00
Music Rise assays at
movie and from KS,IS.
Courtesy of Warner Bros.

Funded by the
Associated Students.
For more info. call
924-6261.

THURSDAY, MARCH 15,3:00 p.m.
A.S. COUNCIL CHAMBERS
DEADLINE: All candidate applications
must be turned in at the Orientation Meeting.
Ai%1 4::;,111"’41:14kri’l .7:A.:18:
Itrl.117:361414
J5,1
J.Itv
.7.4."’.*Igrps
INA.11lithit%

’

FOR MORE INFO. CALL
924-6240
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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Spartan Spaniard

SJSU
freshman
gymnast
Miguel Irizar
displa)s his
skill on the
pommel horse
in preparation
for his nest
match against
Stanford.
Irizar was a
standout for
Spain’s
National
Team. The
Spartans will
travel to the
Farm March
23 at 7:30
p.m. for the
meet.

Irizar decides to leave home
and compete for Spartans
By Michael Moeller

several events before he is finished
here." Van Everen said. "lie has
to he one of the most gifted athletes that I have ever coached.
"Most of his routines are totally
untapped and he has the skill and
the ability to learn new tricks and
routines really well." Van Everen
added.
Irizar began competing in gymnastics at the age of seven, but
didn’t begin getting serious about
it until he was 14.
"No one in my family ever tried
gymnastics but me," Irizar said.
When I was small. I would stand
on my head and go to the gym to
watch people swing around. I finally got serious by the time I was
14. When I was 16. I made the National Team.
That was weird because I was
the youngest and the smallest person there," lirzar said. "My
coaches wanted me to go to either
Madrid or Barcelona to practice
full-time," he said.
Participating on the national
team did not appeal to Irizar.
"I didn’t want to do that for the
National Team, because if you get
hurt or begin to do poorly, the
coaches don’t care and they will
bring in someone new to replace
you." he said.
During the last two years Irizar
spent in Spain. he traveled between Barcelona and Bilboa.
where he lived. The first IS days
of the month would be spent in
Barcelona and the rest of the
month Irizar would spend with his
family.
Irizar took part in the National
Team inter-squad competition in
May 1989, finishing fourth in the
country. It was then that he was
given a choice by the coaches, either join the team on a full-time
basis or quit.
"The coaches expect you to
work all day," lrizar said. "We
used to have seven-hour practices,
there was no time for anything
else. I got really tired of it."
I like the coaching better here in
the U.S. because it seeems like
you get more out of practice in a

Daily staff writer
" it had been

a dream for a long
time for me to come to the United
States, and now, it has finally happened."
Miguel Irizar. a dark-haired,
bushy-eyebmwed 20-year-old, left
his home of Bilbao, Spain last
summer to compete as a gymnast
in the United States.
’Last May, I had a choice to
make. Either I had to join up with
he Spainish National Team fulltime or quit altogether," Iritar said
through a thick accent.
"It was then that I chose to
come to the United States. Some of
the schools that I mailed my information to called me back, but in
the end, Doug (Van Everen) was
with me and I chose SJSU," Irizar
said.
"I first heard about Miguel
through the mail. I knew that he
was a good gymnast because of the
skills he was working on and from
his scores," SJSU head coach
Doug Van Everen said.
"It was hard at first because Miguel could barely speak any Engilsh and I didn’t know if he understood what I was saying at all.
When he got here I had no idea
what he looked like. Miguel was
one of the last people through customs and he looked like a gymnast," Van Everen said.
In his first year at SJSU, Irizar
has played a key role for the Spartans. For the first time in school
history, the men’s gymnastics
team has a chance to qualify for the
regional competition.
Irizar has lead the team on the
parallel bars and has been real consistent on the floor this season,
Van Everen said.
"He has a lot of of natural talent, but he doesn’t know how good
he really is," said team member
Andy Tate.
"Sometimes it hurts him at
meets because he will see a lot of
guys doing stuff and won’t realize
that he is that good as well," Tate
said.
"He will be an All-American on

Michael Caulfield
- Wily staff
photographer

shorter amount of time. I have
really learned a lot since I came
here," he said.
Irizar said that when he
anounced the decision to leave
Spain, everyone was shocked and
upset.
"My coach was really mad and
my parents weren’t too happy either," Irizar said. "But after we
sat down and talked about it, the)
agreed that it was the best thing for
me to do. My friends told me that I
was crazy to come here and live for
five years not knowing anybody."
Irizar said adjusting to a foreign
land was not easy.
"It was tough at first because I
didn’t know any English. During
the first month I was here. I took
an English course to help me learn.
It was a funny class because the
teacher would ask me something
and all I knew how to say to her
was ’yes.’ Now, though, I am better at grammar and I have caught
on to American jokes," Irizar said.
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Kwamme Ton-es, who is a teammate of Irizar’s, said, "Irizar is a
great person, his attitude is the
best."
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
AVON.. Buy or .11 Call me today
(local Avon Rep) 8, I will send a
book to your home or business’
Super

specials

for

everyone
Share the book with family, co.
workers & friends & receive up to
50% oft on your own order. Thank
you Also, good part -lime income
for the holidays Call JANE at 251.
5942
KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for
your mperti.. knowledge in your
study, field of interest. or hobby
57 95 tells you where to go & what
to ask for at local agencies who
will assist you fre, of charge
Please send check to HART. Box
110266, Campbell. Ca. 95008

SQUARE

FED-

ERAL Credit Union at (408 947

DENTAL OPTICAL

STUDENT

PLAN

Enroll now. Sam your teeth. eyes
and money. too Cleanings and
office visits at no charge For brochure see AS office (Student
Health Center) or call (408)3716811 in Son Jose
U 8-S BOXER REUNION
Was your Father. Grendded.
Uncle. Cousin, Brother or Friend
one of the 50.000 men who served
on the U S S. Boxer C621, if so.
we are having a reunion In Pensacola, Florida In Oct The dates are
10th, 111h, 1215 11 13th For more
Into call John Pliftnan at (415)
656-1497

A FREE GIFT 1ust for calling.plus raise
up to $1,700 in only 10 days Stu6 sororities
dent groups,frat
needed for marketing propect on
your FREE
campus For delells
GIFT Group officers cell 1-800765-4472
EASY WORK. anoint
pay. Assemble products et home
Wells Ill 602-838-8885. est W-

ATTENTION

SEIZED CARS, TRUCKS, I -wheelers.
TV’. stereos, furniture. computers by SEA. FBI, IRS and U S customs Avellabie your area now
Call 1-805-682-7555. mit C-1255
67 HONDA CRX. 21K miles, 5 *pd.
sell.
most
AM FM
cassette,
$690060 Call 265-5098

COMPUTERS
IBM COMPATIBLE 366, MAT TH coprocessor, 40mb. 12 9 14 F D.
EGA, cc mouse. 251-1502
IBM XT COMP 640K
2-5 1 2’ Floppy drives Monochrome monitor New Panasonic
DolMetrix Prntr Soft. Wrdstr,
4 2. Prof snl Wrt, PC.
3 02.PrOmstr Chekbk
Mgrnt.MnIs.Diskettas A Accese
Minimal use Price 5700 Bon-

WrdPrfct
Write

nie 559-1737
INFERNO DOS
8N1. 300 1200 2400 baud Mmin
tosh A IBM libraries, 25 phone
lines, multi-user chat (406) 305(41311) 395-5378
(415) 964.60113

1408) 9291415) 056-

8748

AVAILPOSITIONS
ABLE. Full 11 pert time permasummer positions Refernent

FABULOUS
HOUSE

PENT
DOWNTOWN
2 BR 2BA two
spaces Minutes away

condo

parking
from SJSU S199 000
Triple, I hr I be units Near
dwnhen Willow Glen & lit, roll
Giwi location A rental 5255.000
Nine I Dawn 925-9899 Corne. A
Carey Realty
MATTRESS

required

Northern

Calif

Nannies, 4546 El Camino Real.
suite V, L. Altos. (415)949-2933
CHILDCARE PT my home for blind 3
yr old. Monday 12.5 PM 6 en.
other 1 2 day Los Gatos Nice
family! Flexible. non smoker Salary negotiable Call SUE el 356-

SETS..

BEDS..

NEW.

St , JAPANTOWN Call 998-9711
and ask for JOANNE
MACINTOSH DATA ENTRY wanted
10-15 hours week. 56 hr
plus
bonus
Computer
experience
helpful Call KELLY at 7385976
MARKETING FIRM seeks reliable, motivated student to manage cam.
pus promotions Flexible hours
High earning potentlal excellent
work experience No selling 800.

PERSONA is part of an INT L

NET.
WORK with offices worldwide in

the Bay Area. we re looking for
people Interested in Sales. Acct
Eng, . Admin Support A Bilingual
English Japanese positions No
Fee, PERSONA. (408) 4534505
PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE. MWF 8-5
PM. T Th 8-12 PM Call Ginger at
356-1990
PT TEMP TYPIST, flea hrs. word per.
fecl Medical terminology dicta.
phone Call Ginger 356-1990
SECURITY OFFICERS

6515
Matt
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local residential facili*dol.
ties for young adults
cents with autism 9 related di.positions
avail
Wines FT & PT
Sterling $6-96 25 hr Call (408)

COUNSELORS WANTED Trim down Illness. co-ed. New York State
sports
camp
100 positions
crafts, many others Comp Shane
New York 12734 call (914) 2924045
for
HIRING
NOW
CRUISESHIPS
spring. Christmas and roxt summer breaks Many positions Cali
1-605-682.7553 eel 5-1062
DO YOU ENJOY WORKING with chil.
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pert -lime caregivers for Infant,
preschool. and school -age chi’.
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worb experience credit available
music. art P E and
recreetion moors should apply

NEED CASH,
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1700 WYATT DR . SANTA CLARA
Call 948-22838-4 PM for into
SECURITY OFFICERS
Security officers and messengers All shifts, FT PT, we will
train Apply in person 24 hrs. 7
days a week ACUFACTS. Inc
260 Meridian Ave . San Jose
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS is hiring
sublitItutiza for intent, pre-school
and school -roe child care No
We will work
EC E required
around your schedule Pleat. call
257-7326
THE COLLEGIATE DREAM - 520-560
per hour, part time A dream come
true

Call 257-7328 esk for Cathy
EASY MONEY..
Up to 57 00 to start
WEEKLY PAY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU
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Full time and Part time
Positions in Santa Clara Milpitas,
N San Jo.
Medical Dental
Vacation Pl.

Apply VANGUARD
3212 Scott Blvd
Santa Clara
(400)727-9793
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10-15
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Services
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of

Call

you
please call me at Bob and Carol s
house II you want to Love. Robin
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nearing courses
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voice mail service, you don’t have

700 S

11th St

OFFICES 4 rent 1 2 block from SJSU
Light.
airy
parking, more.
cheep. Cell 269-1610
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tweezing or using chemical dep.
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on the US S Boger CV21, If so,
we are having reunion in Pen. -

eves weekends by appl Laser
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Spell grammar check Wordpro
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profs For this quality call WRITE.
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TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
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TYPING WORD

PROCESSING, fast.
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reading Same day service Betty

Professional
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Editor wrin
English Degree Word Processing
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WORD
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quality

printing. copies etc
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Word processing
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Soviets approve a new
measure on presidency
MOSCOW (API - The So% lei
Congress of People’s Deputies
Tuesday appmsed Mikhail S (or
bache% ’ plan tor a strong presidem:). a post the Soviet leadei
says is essential to hold the country
together as his reforms go forward
The Congress. the country ’s top
legislative body. also scrapped the
clauses I )1 the Constitution that
guarantee the Communist Pany’s
leading tole in society which
would create a multipany sy stem.
It also legJli/ed private ow nership
ot tationes
"We ate standing below the
greatest. most meaningful step in
the Imam%yehcof
abroi.tnour
emnrevog
told the parliament.
later Tuesday.. the deputies
were expected to decide whether
they would nominate and elect
Gorbachev to a tour-sear term as
president.
It is expected that after that
term. the term would be live years
and the president wituld he popularly elected.
The lawmakers appriived the
measure on the presidency by a
%me MI 1.817 to I I. with 61
abstentions, the oh nc1.11 I :Iss IliWs
agClICy said. A two-tliiitls maturity
ol the 2.250-member Congiess ol
People s Deputies was required tor
the mot Ion to pass.
Delegates applauded when the
1,111 passed

Multiparty system
part of new plan
I he measures on the presidency .
private property and scrapping the
leading role of the pany had earlier
been approved by the Supreme Soviet. the smaller parliament that
handles day -ill-day business
’the measure on scrapping the
pans leading role passed by a
smite of 1.771 to 164. with 74
abstentions.
Gorbachev had argued that the
more powerful presidency was
needed to keep the Soviet Umon
intact as he presses ahead with his
retorms and faces crises of a crumbling economy and growing independence movements.
Lithuanians had been so dismayed by the proposal on the inure
powerful presidency that they
rushed to declare independence on
Sunday, before it passed. Estonia.
I its la and Georgia have all fatten
1110% i’s iii that direction.
Gorbachev’s victory on the proposal came despite a boycott hy a
group 01 progressive deputies worried about placing too much power
in the hands of one person in a
%t ith a history of
country
dictatorship.
The vote on the presidency hill
also was boycotted hy leisiesent a-

tives of several independence minded republics, who said the
president would be too strong tiir
the loose federation of independent
nations they see as the future Soviet Union.
Abstaining had the same effect
as voting no, hecame Gorbachev
was struggling to put together the
two-thirds majority needed for
constitutional amendments.
To succeed today. Gorbachev
backed off some demands that had
disturbed legislators from some republics. who felt he would have
too much power. Those demands
included the president’s right to
declare on his own a state ot emergency and to suspend the parliaments of the republics.
The presidency bill creates a
chief executiye who can propose
legislation.%eto laws, passed by the
Supreme So’ lei legislature. declare war or martial law. and overrule cabinet members Vice PresiI.11I, .111tIV
dent A moot
said
MOndil
it
ilsiI deal \
separates
executive and legislanye powers
for the III...a Hint’
The historic change in Article 6
of the Soviet Constitution drops
language defining the Communist
Party as the "leading and guiding
force oh St.’. st Noc ION and the nucleus of its political system, of all
state organizations and public orj2ainiatiolls "

President makes bargain on taxes
WASHINGTON (API - President Bush declared ’Tuesday he is
.prepared to negotiate with congressional Demociais lot a ii111111tellellIe

pails:112C

tell-

(let icit, but insisted he won’t
ahandon Ins opposition to tax ins leases
Bush
praised
Rep.
Dan
Rostenkowski. 1)-111.. for making
.1
.5
proposal in coming tilt 5% IIhI a tar -reaching package
Mat would include both higher
lases and .1 Ilee/C On SOCIal St:CUCI .11

which chairman Rostenkowski approached this, the evident good
will on his part to break the ice and
moss. the process forward." Bush
said today
Congressional Ikmocrats had
welconied the White House’s conciliatory
words
about
Rostenkowski ’s dramatic deficit
reduction plan while claiming outright administration support is
what is really needed -- something
they didn’t get from Bush.
I he president told a news conference in the White House briefing mom he would not embrace
Rostenkowski’s plan tor new
taxes
l’m not for a tax iiiease,’he said, adding that there
were many other pans or the
Rostenkoss ski package he also slid
not support.
Asked if he could assure the

American people that taxes would
not he raised as pan oh ;tile? lc it -reduction scheme. Bush said. "I’m
only one player. But you know my
position. I have no intention of
changing that position."

Bush lifts
Mayor admits
Nicaraguan
dependence
embargo
on drug, alcohol trade
World Roundup

Mayor Marion
WASHINGTON i API
Barry Tuesday publicly acknowledged a
"chemical dependency" to alcohol and two prescription drugs. hut said he won’t resign while
fighting tederal cocaine and perjury charges.
hack I feel good about myself," the
mayor said in his firm extended public appearance since being charged and leasing the
city for substance abuse treatment in Hot ids’ and
South Carolina.
Barry read a lengthy statement that made
no mention of cocaine. Not did he say directly.
whether he intends to seek a fourth term as
mayor.
Barry said he was diagnosed at a Florida
treatment center as being dependent on alcithol,
Valium and Xanax. Valium and Xanax are both
commonly prescribed to treat alts his

Poindexter knew, North says
wAsiiiNGToN Ali I Hit-i North tes-

lihed Tuesday at John Poindexts I trial that "I
slid keep the admiral apprised ot Ntaili’s work
on a secret November 1985 shipment of Hawk
missiles to Iran
North’s statement undermined the climbs
ot Poindexter’s lass yer. Richard Becklet. to
slum that the ’sumer national security ady isir
asn ’t my ol% ed in the project.
Poindexter is accused of obstructing Congress sind making false statements w hen he told
Congress a yell :Intl- the Hawk tutissules s’. etc
sent to Iran that Ile tee:died finding out about the
dellYery only atict Ii s, iirred

Woman takes Haitian presidency
PORT-AU-PRIN(’E.

haiti

(AP)

’,II -

Pascal-Trouillot I ties’
’we’ll’: Court Judge
slay became the first woman president of Haiti in
the Caribbean nation’s tumultuous 186-year history.
Mrs. Pascal-Tnniillot Was inaugurated a
dm after military leader 1.1. Gen. Propsper
\
pressured by widespread pit ti .is. rest ’neil
len Ilk COMM. \

Trade deficit smallest in 5 years
wAsiiiNGToN (Ap) The deficit the
HI

Novel

twin/4sec /
non with the novel hut still published it under Strete’s name.
M).
In a case ol "innocent infringeThe administration surprised
ment". a publishing it Inlpans t
some Ikmocrane law makers Monuot liable tor damages if it was Ii
slaY by being unexpectedly recepaware that the book was not put.
e to the proposal by the Ikmolished under the name sa the in i!t
ciatis chau man it the I louse WsTys
nal author.
;nut Means Committee,
"My agent had contacted Doub’ \\J.,. III being leCeptIVC.
leday and asked them about it be ..11111e%\
1.1’ the way in
lore they published it. I don’t
know %5 hi I \ IHININIled it anyway" Montana said.
After the hook was published.
Montana showed Doubleday his
projected enrollment increase of original manuscript and they said
/row/wee /
ly st. because entollmem estimates 7,120 full-time equivalent students that they would take care of the
problem.
I.’. the state Dept ol lmance do
"They didn’t tell me much.
Dean Lesher. CSU trusit.e since
not lustily the need toi any new
campuses. according to an article 1973, except for two years during Maybe they threatened to sue him
the mid- I 98ON said that every pro- (Stretc), I really don’t know."
in the LW, .\
/1.0.011, legl‘dailVe ana- jection done by the state that he has Montana said. "All I know is that
l% -a lot education. said that the seen has always fallen short of ac- it wasn’t his to have in the first
place."
ombined CSC. VC and commu- tual enrollment figures.
Trager also declined to comment
1 le said more minorities are
L college systems are $154 million short of what was requested coining into the state, and educa- on what would happen to the
toi the proposed state budget. She tional institutions should prepare money Strew has already received.
According to Locus Maga/inc.
also said that 514.5 million within for that.
(’St Isudget was cut because
"To take education to the peo- the reprint is scheduled for August
there w as no "rational analysis" ple. you have to he prepared ... of 1990.
"Death in the Spirit House",
for its existence.
(and) have optimistic predictions
She added that the proposed to have the funds when the needs whose subject is the American Indian, is Montana’s sixth book.
budget tor the CM’ was based on a arise," Lesher said.

broadest measure of U.S. trade declined to
5105.89 billion last year, the smallest in five
years. the risernment said Anemia%
The Commerce Department said that the
current account deficit shrank 16.3 percent 1.111111
a S126.55 billion imbalance in 198s.

President Bush I uesASIIING I ON iAPt
day lifted a five-year trade embargo against Nicaragua
and asked Congress to provide VIM million to help
speed the transition to democracy. Ile directed his defense secretary to provide funds from Pentagon budget reductions.
Bush also renewed his call for $500 million in assistance to Panama and said both Central American
nations "need out help to heal deep w

Bush called tor creation ot a Fund for Ikmocsacy to assist the two nations Ile urged Congress to
speed the aid sin its way and to min the administration
in identity mg Pentagon programs that would abssirb
the needed reductions.
Hush also responded with a blunt "ill)’ when
asked whether he would keen: Social Security benefits or raise taxes to eliminate the federal deficit. A se blouse Ikmocrat made such proposals last weekend as pan of a comprehensive deficit -cutting plan.
Bush said his administration had an encouraging
response to the plan by’ Rep. Dan ksistenkow ski. D111.. because it showed "es ident goodwill."
said. "There’s a lot of things that I’m not for that are
in his proposal. A lot including taxes." the president
Asked if the administration would recogni/e a
drive for independence by the Soviet Republic of
Lithuania, Bush said. "We want to see the evolution
of the samkol of the territory there. ’
The president opened his news conference with
the announcement that he had signed an order lifting
the five-year trade einhargo that former President
Reagan had imposed against the Sandinista government of Daniel Ortega.
Ortega was defeated last month by opposition
candidate Violeua Chamorro. Ortega told Vice President Dan Quay le in Chile on Monday that he would
abide by the results of the elections and permit an orderly transition to democracy in Nicaragua.
Bush called Nicaragua President Violeta Chamorro on Monday to brief her absiut the aid package. a
source said.
The president paid tribute to the extraordinary
worldwide nits% e tow ;ird democracy in 1989. and said
the Misc tor freedom leay
with a new dialICIlge how best it I support newborn democracies.
Bush said the Si iv let llnion had not requested direct I S ;list and lie criticized House Democratic
.eadei 1)ick Gephardt. I )-Mo.. for proposing such assistance.
Asked for a reaction to Gephardt’s criticism of
him, Bush said. "I don’t want to knock the man.
Maybe he come up with a good idea one of these
slays.’
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Campuses: Budgets cut

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
Learn computer manufacturing and
marketing and get paid. $ $ $ $

- PART-TIME
-FLEXIBLE

In Celebration of its 20 year anniversary, the Student Union presents:
’Politics. Society and the University A 60’s Retrospective".

Thursday, March 15
11:30 to 1 pm, in the
Student Union
Umunhurn Room.

o0

a panel discussion featuring some of San
Jose State’s most infamous political
activists of the Sixties...
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RIGHT ON!

Dick Miner, A S
President, 1968 69,
Rashid Salahuddin
(James l-dwards), A S
president, 1969 70, Ken
Noel, leader of black
athlete’s issues, Richard
Ferry, SDS member,
Cynthia Johnson, Gil
Villagren, Phil Whitten
and Gene Lokey,
political activists, and
John Hendricks, A S.
President, 1964 65
Moderated by Louie
Barozzi, past A.S.
Advisor and current
counselor at SJSU.

HOURS

CUI is a computer manufacturing and marketing
firm based in Santa Clara and is offering positions
in:

- COMPUTER ASSEMBLY
- MARKETING
If you are persevering, responsible, dependable, able
to work with others and can communicate clearly

Please call Jenny or Jill at (408) 988-1970
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